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Use PandoraPFANewPFOs collection with a small R 
or use Loose collection with a large R??

Mean      Sigma 
174.5        10.3 
170.6          9.0

Mean      Sigma 
177          11.8 
171.6         9.3

Loose + large R offers better jet performance
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Choosing the jet algorithm
• Top mass hadronic candidate mean value and width have been 

taken for choosing the best configuration for the jet reconstruction
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Timing cuts

Jet algorithm Parameters
PFOs Loose Selected

Mtop [GeV] σ [GeV] Mtop 
[GeV] σ [GeV] Mtop 

[GeV] σ [GeV]

VLC

R=1.2 β=γ=1 - - - - 166 10
R=1.2 β=1 γ=1.4 174.5 10.3 - - - -

R=1.4 β=γ=1 176.7 11.2 170 8.9 - -
R=1.6 β=γ=1 - - 170.6 9 - -

R=1.6 β=γ=0.8 - - 171.3 8.7 - -
R=1.8 β=γ=0.8 - - 171.5 9.2 - -

Long. Inv. kt

R=1 177 11.8 - - - -
R=1.2 180.2 13.5 - - - -
R=1.4 183.0 15.6 171.3 9.0 168.4 9.6
R=1.5 - - 171.6 9.1 - -
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Choosing the jet algorithm

• VLC jet algorithm with R=1.6 β=γ=0.8
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Timing cuts

Jet algorithm Parameters
PFOs Loose Selected

Mtop [GeV] σ [GeV] Mtop 
[GeV] σ [GeV] Mtop 

[GeV] σ [GeV]

VLC

R=1.2 β=γ=1 - - - - 166 10
R=1.2 β=1 γ=1.4 174.5 10.3 - - - -

R=1.4 β=γ=1 176.7 11.2 170 8.9 - -
R=1.6 β=γ=1 - - 170.6 9 - -

R=1.6 β=γ=0.8 - - 171.3 8.7 - -
R=1.8 β=γ=0.8 - - 171.5 9.2 - -

Long. Inv. kt

R=1 177 11.8 - - - -
R=1.2 180.2 13.5 - - - -
R=1.4 183.0 15.6 171.3 9.0 168.4 9.6
R=1.5 - - 171.6 9.1 - -
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From ILC@500GeV to CLIC@380GeV
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ILC@500GeV CLIC@380GeV

√s 500 GeV 380 GeV

Etop 250 GeV 190 GeV

BX rate 300 ns 0,67 ns

γγ→hadrons 1.7 γγ→had/BX 0.0464 γγ→had/ BX

PFOs Collections PandoraPFOs
PandoraPFANewPFOs 

LoosePandoraPFANewPFOs 
TightPandoraPFANewPFOs 

SelectedPandoraPFANewPFOs

Detector Model ILD_o1_v05 CLIC_ILD_CDR500

Beam polarisation Pe-=±100% Pe+=∓100% Pe-=±80% Pe+=0%

ISR/FSR YES YES

NEW
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lepton+jets tt CLIC@380GeV reconstruction
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Eb*Etop cosθWb

The signal is reconstructed by choosing the combination of b quark jet and W 
boson that minimises the following equation 

Abstract

Future Linear Colliders o↵er the possibility of searching new Physics and mea-
suring the properties of the recently discovered Higgs boson and the top quark with
accuracy levels never seen before at the energy frontier. At present the most ad-
vanced e+e� colliders projects are the International Linear Collider (ILC) and the
Compact Linear Collider (CLIC). These future machines would cover an energy
range from several hundreds of GeV to the multi-TeV scale.

This thesis consists mainly on two complementary parts. The first one is dedi-
cated to the R&D of the ILD detector concept for future e+e� colliders, specifically,
the most inner region of the detector. A thermo-mechanical characterisation of
ultra-thin self-supporting silicon sensors is carried out and a first mock-up of the
forward tracker disk (FTD) is designed and characterised.

The second part is focused on the data simulation, the event reconstruction and
the analysis of the top quark properties in the process e+e� ! tt̄. For that purpose,
the detailed full simulation of the detector is review as well as the most technical
aspects of the event reconstruction are studied. Additionally a new sequential jet
reconstruction algorithm is proposed to face the �� ! hadrons background levels at
the ILC and CLIC. Particularly, the physics study is based in the extraction of the
electro-weak couplings of the top quark at the ILC assuming a centre-of-mass energy
of

p
s = 500GeV and a luminosity of L = 500 fb�1 equality shared between the in-

coming beam polarisations of P
e

�,+ = ±0.8,⌥0.3. Events are selected in which the
top pair decays semi-leptonically and the cross sections and the forward-backward
asymmetry are determined. The vector, axial vector and tensorial CP conserving
couplings are separately extracted for the photon and the Z0 component. Com-
plementary some sensitive observables to CP violating couplings are investigated.
The analysis has been adapted also at

p
s = 380GeV with beam polarisations of

P
e

�,+ = ±0.8, 0 for CLIC. The sensitivity to new physics would be dramatically
improved w.r.t. what expected from LHC for electroweak couplings.
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The entire selection retains: 
• 59.3% for the configuration P(e-) = -0.8 (Left-handed electrons) 
• 53.7% for P(e-) = +0.8 (Right-handed electrons)

Selection cuts:
• Semi-leptonic events ->1 lepton event
• b-tag values: b-tag1 > 0.8 & b-tag2 > 0.5
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Top and W mass distributions
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We observe a shift of ~1 GeV in the mean value of the W and top 
candidates mass distributions (expected values MW=80.4GeV and Mtop=172.5GeV) 

Is not posible to recover the particles removed by the Loose timing cut  
even with the best jet performance -> Solution: “UltraLoose” selection??

 / ndf 2χ  8.282e+05 / 5
Prob       0
Constant  0.6± 1.44e+04 
Mean      0.0±  79.3 
Sigma     0.000± 5.394 
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Forward-Backward Asymmetry

10

AFB much smaller and migrations due to 
ambiguity in b-W pairing more severe at 
380 GeV than at 500 GeV (esp. for -80%, 
+30% polarization)
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• Total cross section (σ)

• The Forward-Backward Asymmetry (AFB)

Observables and couplings

So once 4 observables are measured, we can obtain the following  
CP conserving 5 couplings separately in groups of 3 (F1X) and 2 (F2X) 
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Fig. 2 Left Reconstructed forward–backward asymmetry compared
with the prediction by the event generator WHIZARD [18] for two con-
figurations of the beam polarisations.Right The same but after the appli-
cation of a on χ2 < 15 for the beam polarisations Pe− ,Pe+ = −1,+1

as explained in the text. Note, that in both figures no correction is applied
for the beam polarisations Pe− ,Pe+ = +1,−1. The figure on the right
hand side shows also the residual Standard Model background

Table 2 Statistical precisions expected for the cross sections and At
FB

for different beam polarisations

Pe− ,Pe+ (δσ/σ )stat. (%) (δAt
FB/A

t
FB)stat. (%)

−0.8,+0.3 0.47 1.8

+0.8,−0.3 0.63 1.3

tight selection however reduces the efficiency in case of left-
handed initial electron beams from 55 to 28 %. With this
the forward backward asymmetry can be determined to a
statistical precision of better than 2 %. The precise results
corrected to the beam polarisations Pe− ,Pe+ = ±0.8,∓0.3
are given in Table 2 together with those for the cross section,
see previous section. A more straightforward, albeit experi-
mentally more challenging, way to control the migrations is
to measure the charge of the b quarks that are issue of the t
quark decay. References [22,23] describe the determination
of the b quark charge using secondary tracks. The same value
of At

FB is obtained at a comparable selection efficiency [8].
This means that At

FB can be determined with two independent
methods.

Hard gluon radiation may alter the polar angle distribution
of the final state t quarks. The WHIZARD version 1.95 used
for the study generates hard gluons only via the interface to
PYTHIA that generates the parton shower. Therefore results
presented before have been checked with a study on parton
level using the most recent version 2.2.2 of WHIZARD that
correctly accounts for hard gluon radiation. No significant
difference has been observed.

4 Discussion of systematic uncertainties

In the previous sections measurements of either cross sec-
tions or asymmetries have been presented. This section

makes an attempt to identify and quantify systematic uncer-
tainties, which may influence the precision measurements.

• Luminosity The luminosity is a critical parameter for
cross section measurements only. The luminosity can be
controlled to 0.1 % [24].

• Polarisation The polarisation is a critical parameter for
all analyses. It enters directly the cross section measure-
ments. The studies presented in [25] using W pair pro-
duction lead to an uncertainty of 0.1 % for the polarisa-
tion of the electron beam and to an uncertainty of 0.35 %
for the polarisation of the positron beam. This translates
into an uncertainty of 0.25 % on the cross section for
Pe− ,Pe+ = −0.8,+0.3 and 0.18 % on the cross sec-
tion for Pe− ,Pe+ = +0.8,−0.3. The uncertainty on the
polarisation can be neglected with respect to the statisti-
cal uncertainty for At

FB.
• Beamstrahlung and beam energy spread The mutual

influence of the electromagnetic fields of the colliding
bunches provokes radiation of photons known as Beam-
strahlung. This Beamstrahlung modulates the luminosity
spectrum, i.e. moves particles from the nominal energy to
smaller energies. At the ILC for a centre-of-mass energy
of 500 GeV about 60 % of the particles are expected to
have 99 % or more of the nominal energy [4]. The beam
energy spread, i.e. the RMS of this main luminosity peak
is 124 MeV for the electron beam and 70 MeV for the
positron beam [4]. Both effects play a role at the t t̄ thresh-
old [26] and can be neglected at energies well above this
threshold.

• Experimental uncertainties in top quark reconstruction
As discussed in Sect. 3.1 migrations have to be taken
into account for the measurement of At

FB, in particu-
lar for the polarisations Pe− ,Pe+ = −0.8,+0.3. These
migrations are reduced by stringent requirements on the
event selection using a χ2 analysis. This in turn leads
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scattering of a particle with spin 1/2 and a given magnetic
moment.

Within the Standard Model the F1 have the following val-
ues at tree level:

Fγ ,SM
1V = 2

3
, Fγ ,SM

1A = 0, FZ ,SM
1V

= 1
4swcw

(
1 − 8

3
s2
w

)
, FZ ,SM

1A = − 1
4swcw

, (2)

while all the F2 are zero. In Eq. 2 sw and cw are the sine and
the cosine of the Weinberg angle θW . The scale dependence of
the form factors is a consequence of higher order corrections.
The corrections of the vector currents lead to the anomalous
electro-magnetic and weak-magnetic moments represented
by FX

2V that correct the gyromagnetic ratio gt of the t quark.
Typical values for these corrections are in the rangeO(10−3−
10−2) [6]. Corrections to the axial-vector current result in the
Form Factors FX

2A that are related to the dipole moment dX
t =

(e/2mt )FX
2A(0) that in turn violates the combined Charge

and Parity symmetry CP . Otherwise said, all couplings but
FX

2A(k
2) conserve CP .

The Form Factors FZ
1V,A are related to couplings of t

quarks with left and right-handed helicity to the Z0:

gZL = FZ
1V − FZ

1A, gZR = FZ
1V + FZ

1A (3)

Trivially, the same equations apply correspondingly to the
photon couplings gγ

L
In this paper the precision of CP conserving form fac-

tors and couplings as introduced above will be derived by
means of a full simulation study of the reaction e+e− →
t t̄ at a centre-of-mass energy of

√
s = 500 GeV with

80 % polarised electron beams and 30 % polarised positron
beams using experimentally well defined observables. Spe-
cial emphasis will be put on the selection efficiency and the
polar angle of the final state t quarks. Both experimental
quantities are suited to monitor carefully experimental sys-
tematics that may occur in the extraction of form factors and
couplings.

The results presented in the following are based on the
studies described in detail in Refs. [7,8].

2 Top quark production at the ILC

The tree level diagram for pair production of t quarks at the
ILC is presented in Fig. 1a.

The decay of the top quarks proceeds predominantly
through t → W±b. The subsequent decays of theW± bosons
to a charged lepton and a neutrino or a quark-anti-quark pair
lead to a six-fermion final state. The study presented in this
article focuses on the ’lepton+jets’ final state l±νbb̄q ′q̄ rep-

γ∗/Z0∗

e−

e+

t

t̄

W+∗

ν∗
e

e−

e+

W−

b̄

t

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 Diagrams that contribute to the e+e− → lνbb̄q ′q̄ production:
a tree level t t̄ pair production, b single t quark production

resenting a branching fraction of about 43.4 % on all t t̄ pair
decays.

Several other Standard Model processes give rise to the
same final state. The most important source is single t quark
production through the process e+e− → WW ∗ → Wtb̄ →
l±νbb̄q ′q̄ . One of the diagrams contributing to this pro-
cess is presented in Fig. 1b. Another relevant source is
the Z0W+W− production. Due to the coupling of initial
state electrons or positrons to W bosons both sources con-
tribute nearly exclusively in a configuration with left-handed
polarised electron beams and right-handed polarised positron
beams.

In that case single t quark and Z0W+W− boson produc-
tion can yield a total production rate of up to 10 % of that
of the pair production diagram of Fig. 1a. Experimentally,
Z0W+W− production can be distinguished rather efficiently
from t t̄ pair production, but a clean separation of final states
with a single t quark seems impossible. A realistic experi-
mental strategy must therefore consider the W+bW−b̄ inclu-
sively [9].

2.1 Observables and form factors

In case of polarised beams Ref. [10] suggests to express the
form factors introduced in Sect. 1 in terms of the helicity of
the incoming electrons,

F L
i j = −Fγ

i j +
(

− 1
2 + s2

w

swcw

) (
s

s − m2
Z

)

FZ
i j

F R
i j = −Fγ

i j +
(

s2
w

swcw

) (
s

s − m2
Z

)

FZ
i j , (4)

with i = 1, 2 and j = V, A and mZ being the mass of
the Z0 boson. The tree level cross section for t t̄ quark pair
production for an electron beam polarisation I = L , R reads

σI = 2ANcβ[(1 + 0.5γ −2)(F I
1V )

2 + (F I ′
1A)

2 + 3F I
1VF

I
2V

+(1 + 0.5γ 2)(F I
2V )

2], (5)
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CLIC, √s=380GeV L=500fb-1

Similar precision to ILC except for the coupling F1AZ 
that suffers the large statistical error of AFB ~5%
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Abstract Top quark production in the process e+e− → t t̄
at a future linear electron positron collider with polarised
beams is a powerful tool to determine indirectly the scale of
new physics. The presented study, based on a detailed simu-
lation of the ILD detector concept, assumes a centre-of-mass
energy of

√
s = 500 GeV and a luminosity of L = 500 fb−1

equally shared between the incoming beam polarisations of
Pe− ,Pe+ = ±0.8,∓0.3. Events are selected in which the
top pair decays semi-leptonically and the cross sections and
the forward–backward asymmetries are determined. Based
on these results, the vector, axial vector and tensorial CP
conserving couplings are extracted separately for the pho-
ton and the Z0 component. With the expected precision, a
large number of models in which the top quark acts as a
messenger to new physics can be distinguished with many
standard deviations. This will dramatically improve expec-
tations from e.g. the LHC for electro-weak couplings of the
top quark.

1 Introduction

The main goal of current and future machines at the energy
frontier is to understand the nature of electro-weak symmetry
breaking. This symmetry breaking can be generated by the
existence of a new strong sector, inspired by QCD, that may
manifest itself at energies of around 1 TeV. In all realisations
of the new strong sector, as for example Randall–Sundrum
models [1] or compositeness models [2], the strength of the
coupling to this new sector of the Standard Model fields are

a e-mail: poeschl@lal.in2p3.fr

supposed to increase with their mass. For this and other rea-
sons, the heavy top quark or t quark with a mass of approx-
imately mt = 173 GeV [3] is expected to be a window to
any new physics at the TeV energy scale. New physics can
modify the electro-weak t t̄ X vertex described in the Stan-
dard Model by Vector and Axial vector couplings V and A
to the vector bosons X = γ , Z0. At the International Linear
Collider, ILC [4], that will collide electron and positrons at
a centre-of-mass energy of 500 GeV, t quark electro-weak
couplings can be measured at the % level.

In contrast to the situation at hadron colliders, the leading-
order pair production process e+e− → t t̄ goes directly
through the t t̄ Z0 and t t̄γ vertices. There is no concurrent
QCD production of t quark pairs, which increases greatly
the potential for a clean measurement. A parametrisation of
the t t̄ X vertex valid to all orders of perturbation theory may
be written as 1:

"t t̄ X
µ (k2, q, q̄) = ie

{
γµ(FX

1V (k
2)+ γ5FX

1A(k
2))

− σµν

2mt
(q + q̄)ν(i F X

2V (k
2)+ γ5FX

2A(k
2))

}
, (1)

with e being the electrical charge of the electron, k2 =
(q+q̄)2 being the squared four-momentum of the exchanged
boson and q and q̄ being the four-vectors of the t and
t̄ quark, respectively. Further, γµ are the Dirac matrices lead-
ing to vector currents of fermions and γ5 is the Dirac matrix
allowing to introduce an axial-vector current into the theory.
Finally, σµν = i

2 (γµγν − γνγµ) allows for describing the

1 A dependence on an additional term (q + q̄)µ · F3 can be neglected
in the limit of a vanishing electron mass [5].
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These form factors dγ,Z(s) can have imaginary (i.e., absortive) parts. The real
parts Re[dγ,Z(s)] induce a difference int the t and t̄ polarizations orthogonal to the
scattering plane of reaction. Non-zero absorptive parts Im[dγ,Z(s)] lead to a difference
in the t and t̄ polarizations along the top direction of flight.

In this section we consider the production of a top quark pair via the collision of
an unpolarized positron beam and a longitudinally polarized electron beam:

e+(e+) + e−(e−, p) → t(kt) + t̄(kt̄). (3)

Here p is the longitudinal polarization of the electron beam (p = 1 refers to right
handed electrons). For our purposes the most interesting final states are those from
semileptonic t decay and non-leptonic t̄ decay and vice versa:

t t̄ → ℓ+(q+) + νℓ + b+Xhad(qX̄), (4)
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As shown eq.(1) the current at the tt̄γ(Z) vertex depends in 8 form factors, F γ,Z
1V ,

F γ,Z
1A , F γ,Z

2V and F γ,Z
2A . The first six form factors are CP conserving and the procedures

to extract them have been described in [1]. It is intended from now on to define
similar procedures to extract the remaining CPV form factors, F γ,Z

2A . Since these
form factors may develop an imaginary part, there are in reality 4 form factors to
extract. The way to extract these form factors is to construct asymmetries that are
CP violating.

A well known example is the asymmetry of the lepton with respect to the produc-
tion plane [7]:

ORe
+ = (q̂∗+ × q̂X̄) · ê+ ORe

− = (q̂∗− × q̂X) · ê+ (6)

So one can demonstrate that A = O+ − O− is proportional to F2A. For the
imaginary part of the form factor, one has to build observables of the type:

OIm
+ = −[1 + (

√
s

2mt
− 1)(q̂X̄ · ê+)2]q̂∗+ · q̂X̄ +

√
s

2mt
q̂X̄ · ê+q̂∗+ · ê+ (7)

The observable OIm
− is defined to be the CP image of OIm

+ . It is obtained from
OIm

+ by the substitutions q̂X̄ → −q̂X , q̂∗+ → −q̂∗−, ê+ → ê+

2
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As shown eq.(1) the current at the tt̄γ(Z) vertex depends in 8 form factors, F γ,Z
1V ,
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1A , F γ,Z

2V and F γ,Z
2A . The first six form factors are CP conserving and the procedures

to extract them have been described in [1]. It is intended from now on to define
similar procedures to extract the remaining CPV form factors, F γ,Z

2A . Since these
form factors may develop an imaginary part, there are in reality 4 form factors to
extract. The way to extract these form factors is to construct asymmetries that are
CP violating.

A well known example is the asymmetry of the lepton with respect to the produc-
tion plane [7]:

ORe
+ = (q̂∗+ × q̂X̄) · ê+ ORe

− = (q̂∗− × q̂X) · ê+ (6)

So one can demonstrate that A = O+ − O− is proportional to F2A. For the
imaginary part of the form factor, one has to build observables of the type:
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+ = −[1 + (

√
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− 1)(q̂X̄ · ê+)2]q̂∗+ · q̂X̄ +

√
s

2mt
q̂X̄ · ê+q̂∗+ · ê+ (7)
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+ . It is obtained from
OIm

+ by the substitutions q̂X̄ → −q̂X , q̂∗+ → −q̂∗−, ê+ → ê+

2

In Ref.[7] is shown that one can design fully optimized observables O of this type
which would allow to extract Re[F γ,Z

2A ] and Im[F γ,Z
2A ] with the best posible analyzing

accuracy. This method closely follows what has been done for τ physics at LEP.

In order to go beyond the TESLA TDR [8] results, what is needed is full dis-
entaglement. This seems posible since there are two asymmetries available for each
polarization.

Eqs. (8) and (9) show a reasonable approximation to write these CP violation
asymmetries [9].

ARe
γ,Z = ⟨ORe

+ ⟩ − ⟨ORe
− ⟩ = cγ[PRe(F γ

2A) +KZRe(FZ
2A)] (8)

AIm
γ,Z = ⟨OIm

+ ⟩ − ⟨OIm
− ⟩ = dγ[Im(F γ

2A) + PKZIm(FZ
2A)] (9)

where cγ = 0.35, P = ±1 (e− polarisation), KZ = −0.6 and considering dγ ∼
cγ = 0.35

Measuring these observables for two polarisations one can very easily isolate each
F γ,Z
2A term.

3 WHIZARD + Full simulation

The events generated with WHIZARD are restricted to the physics of the SM so F γ,Z
2A

couplings are all zero and the asymmetries defined in eqs.(8) and (9) should be zero
too.

As shown Figure 1, ORe
± distributions are centered at zero, however OIm

± distribu-
tions are afected by polarisation P and are asymmetric but it is balanced when AIm

is calculated, see Table 2.

CPV obs Generated RMS δstat Reconstructed RMS δstat
⟨ORe

+ ⟩ 0.003411 0,45 0.0014 0.003477 0,47 0.002
⟨ORe

− ⟩ -0.002492 0,45 0.0014 -0.0006084 0,47 0.002
⟨OIm

+ ⟩ -0.08611 0,50 0.0016 -0.03002 0,50 0.002
⟨OIm

− ⟩ -0.08428 0,50 0.0016 -0.02615 0,50 0.002

Table 1: Mean values of the ORe,Im
± observables for P = −1.

3

The “baseline” study is limited to CP-conserving form factors, but e+e- is known to do well also 
for CP-violationg F2A at least since TESLA times

Reconstructing optimal CP observables from W. Bernreuther et. al. arXiv:hep-ph/9602273 that 
measure differences in top polarization orthogonal to production plane and also differences in top 
quark flight direction. In the lepton + jets final state:

These observables have simple relations to the four F2A form factors

Where 
q= charged lepton momentum 
X = hadronic top system 
 e = positron momentum
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No migrations observed for these observables -> No χ2 cut needed 

50-60% efficiency retained (better statistics than for AFB)

Uncertainty CLIC@380GeV 
500 fb-1

ILC@500GeV 
500 fb-1

TDR TESLA 
300 fb-1

Re{F2Aγ} 0,004 0,004 0,007

Re{F2AZ} 0,007 0,006 0,008

Im{F2Aγ} 0,004 0,006 0,008

Im{F2AZ} 0,007 0,010 0,010

Left-handed 
electron

Mean value 
Reco

RMS δstat 
(500fb-1)

ORe+ 0,00134 0,47 0,001
ORe- 0,0014 0,47 0,001
OIm+ -0,0295 0,52 0,001

OIm- -0,0285 0,52 0,001
ARe -0,0001 - 0,001
AIm -0,0010 - 0,002

Standard Error 
 propagation

The potential of CLIC@380 GeV for measuring CPV couplings, assuming a 
L = 500 fb-1, is comparable to previous studies
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Summary and conclusions
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• LoosePandoraPFANewPFOs with VLC jet algorithm (R=1.6 β=γ=0.8) offers 
the best jet reconstruction

• We have to cut very hard in the  χ2 to cure the migration on AFB -> we pay a 
high price in statistics (~18%)

• It translates into a statistical error of ~5% for AFB that increases the 
uncertainty in the top quark couplings -> An improvement of the quality 
cuts is needed or more statistics

• A great precision in the measurement of CPV couplings could be reached 
with e+e->tt CLIC@380GeV (L=500fb-1)

• It would interesting to extend the study to CLIC@500 GeV (cross check), 
CLIC@1.4TeV (boosted tops, minor migrations due to ambiguity Wb pairing)
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Thank you for your attention
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BACKUP SLIDES
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Valencia Jet Algorithm
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A new clustering jet reconstruction algorithm that combines  the good 
features of lepton collider algorithms, in particular the Durham-like 
distance criterion; 

	with the robustness against background of the longitudinally 	  


invariant kt algorithm


	


	The γ parameter governs the evolution of the jet area with polar angle


and β allows to change the clustering order.


the following inter-particle distance:

di j = min(E2�
i , E

2�
j )(1 � cos ✓i j)/R2 (6)

For � =1 the distance is given by the transverse
momentum squared of the softer of the two parti-
cles relative to the harder one, as in Durham.

The beam distance is:

diB = p2�
T (7)

The algorithm has been implemented as a plug-
in for the FastJet [16, 17] package.

6. Comparison of the distance criteria of se-
quential recombination algorithms

The choice of distance criterion defines the
essence of the jet algorithm and has profound im-
plications on its performance in a given environ-
ment. The distance criteria are most easily visual-
ized using the plots in Figure 1, where the distance
of two particles with an energy of 1 GeV and a po-
lar angle separation of 100 mrad is plotted versus
polar angle. The usual cylindrical coordinates are
used, where the z-axis is aligned with the beam
axis. Particles emmited at a polar angle of 0 de-
grees travel along the beam line, while ✓ = ⇡ cor-
respond to the central part of the detector.

The distance di j of e+e� algorithms is indepen-
dent of polar angle, as shown in Figure 1(a). This
also applies to the algorithm proposed here, that
is labeled “Valencia” in the Figure. This is gen-
erally not the case, however, for algorithms used
at hadron colliders. Two e↵ects come into play.
For two particles separated by a given polar angle,
the pseudo-rapidity di↵erence �⌘ grows larger in
the forward region. At the same time the distance
between two particles with energy E decreases as
pT is reduced. The net e↵ect for the kt algorithm
is a sharp decrease of the distance in the forward
region.

The relation between the inter-particle distance
di j and the beam distance diB governs the relative
attraction of beam jets and final-state jets. The be-
haviour of the ratio di j

diB
is therefore a crucial prop-

erty for the background rejection performance of
the algorithm. The ratio is shown as a function of
polar angle in Figure 1(b). As might be expected

from the functional form in Equation 4, the ratio is
flat for e+e� algorithms (Durham). For the longi-
tudinally invariant kt algorithm, on the other hand,
the ratio rises steeply in the forward region. For
the Valencia algorithm with � = 1 we obtain very
similar behaviour to longitudinally invariant kt.

The steep rise in di j
diB

at cos ✓ ⇠ 1 penalizes rel-
atively isolated particles in the forward and back-
ward directions, that are likely due to background
processes. The exponent � introduced in the Va-
lencia algorithm gives a handle to enhance or di-
minish the increase of the di j

diB
ratio in the forward

region, as shown in Figure 1(c). Thus, we have a
handle to tune the background rejection that is in-
dependent of the parameter R that governs the jet
radius.

The several possibilities discussed in Sections 2
and 5 di↵er in the way neighbouring jets share
energy, with especially profound implications in
the forward and backward regions of the experi-
ment. To illustrates this point, we run a toy exper-
iment. Two toy ’partons’ are emitted, with their
axes at � = 0 and separated by a polar angle of
400 mrad. The energy of each of the ’partons’ is
equal to 50 GeV, irrespective of the angle under
which they are emitted. The energy flow inside
each of the ’jets’ is modeled by a parameterized
distribution, based on the jet shape measurements
by ATLAS [18].

The particles are clustered into exactly two jets
(exclusive clustering) using several jet algorithms
implemented in the FastJet package [16, 17],
among which the Durham algorithm, longitudi-
nally invariant kt, and the algorithm proposed in
this paper. The energy of the two reconstructed
jets is compared and a possible bias in the energy
sharing quantified as the energy asymmetry:

A =
Ec � E f

Ec + E f
(8)

where Ec is the energy of the most forward recon-
structed jet and E f that of the more central recon-
structed jet.

The results are shown as a function of the polar
angle ✓ in Figure 2. The e+e� algorithms, such as
Durham, yield no bias. The introduction of beam
jets leads to a slight asymmetry for very forward
jets in the Valencia algorithm. On average, more

4

jet reconstruction with the anti-kt algorithm [6]
yields good results despite the large background
due to several tens of additional proton-proton col-
lisions in each bunch crossing.

High-energy lepton colliders feature promi-
nently on the roadmap for the future of parti-
cle physics. Mature designs exist for a linear
e+e� collider that can attain center-of-mass ener-
gies from several 100 GeV to several TeV [7, 8].
Other possibilities, such as a large circular e+e�

collider [9] or a muon collider [10], are explored
as well. High-energy linear e+e� colliders present
an environment that di↵ers in several important re-
spects from that encountered at the Z-pole. Impor-
tantly, the rate for the production of mini-jets in
collisions of photons emitted from the incoming
electron and positron beams increases with center-
of-mass energy [11]. This �� ! hadrons back-
ground can have a considerable impact on jet re-
construction [8], in particular in the forward and
backward regions of the experiment.

The non-negligible background levels call for
a fresh look at lepton collider algorithms, and a
careful evaluation of their performance in realis-
tic conditions. In this Letter we propose a new
jet algorithm and study its performance for sev-
eral benchmark reactions. In Section 2 the robust
e+e� or VLC algorithm is presented. In Section 3
the key features of this algorithm are compared to
popular algorithms. In Section 4 the Monte Carlo
simulation setup that we used to benchmark the
performance of the algorithms is introduced. Fi-
nally, in Sections 5 through 7 we present results
for top quark pair and di-boson (ZZ) production
at the ILC and CLIC, in a realistic environment
including the relevant background. In Section 8
we summarize the most important findings of this
work.

2. A robust jet algorithm for e+e� colliders

Previous lepton colliders, such as LEP or SLD,
presented an environment with essentially negli-
gible background. Detailed studies of the �� !
hadrons background at the ILC or CLIC have
shown a significant impact on the jet reconstruc-
tion performance [8, 12]. Among several propos-
als to mitigate its e↵ect, the use of the longitudi-

nally invariant kt algorithm, intended for hadron
colliders, has led to a strongly improved back-
ground resilience.

We propose a new clustering jet reconstruction
algorithm for future e+e� colliders, the Valencia
Linear Collider or VLC algorithm, that maintains
a Durham-like distance criterion based on [en-
ergy, polar angle] and can compete with the back-
ground resilience of the longitudinally invariant kt
algorithm. The algorithm has the following inter-
particle distance:

di j = 2min(E2�
i , E

2�
j )(1 � cos ✓i j)/R2 (1)

, where R is the radius or resolution parameter. For
� =1 the distance is given by the transverse mo-
mentum squared of the softer of the two particles
relative to the harder one, as in the Durham algo-
rithm1. The beam distance of the algorithm is:

diB = E2� sin2� ✓iB (2)

, where ✓iB is the angle with respect to the beam
axis, i.e. the polar angle. In the default settings the
two exponents � and � are equal. For � = � = 1
the expression simplifies to diB = E2 sin2 ✓iB = p2

ti,
i.e. the beam distance is given by the transverse
momentum2.

The � parameter governs the evolution of jet
area with polar angle and is therefore a crucial pa-
rameter for the resilience to the forward-peaked
�� !hadrons background (a more extensive dis-
cussion is found in the next Section). For applica-
tion at the linear collider � should be chosen equal
to |�|.

The � parameter allows to change the cluster-
ing order. For � = 1 soft collinear splittings are
clustered first, like in the kt-algorithms (e+e� kt
or longitudinally invariant kt). For � = 0 cluster-
ing is strictly angular ordered (as in Cambridge-
Aachen [13]) and with � =-1 clustering starts with

1But, note that we have redefined the meaning of the R-
parameter with respect to the generalized e+e� algorithm with
beam jets. The R2 in the numerator yields greater freedom
than the 1 � cos R, that is limited to the interval [0, 2].

2The resulting combination of inter-particle and beam dis-
tance metrics is similar to that of the k? algorithm proposed
in Ref. [5], that has diB = 2E2

i (1 � cos ✓iB).

2

*In the default settings the two exponents β and γ are equal. For β=γ=1 the expression simplifies to diB = E2 sin2 θiB = p2ti 

doi:10.1016/j.physletb.2015.08.055A robust jet reconstruction algorithm for high-energy lepton colliders
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Figure 4. Diagram of the parameter space spanned by exponents � and � of the VLC algorithm.

is therefore crucial for the background resilience in experiments with large background levels

in this region. The background resilience can be tuned independently of the parameter R that

governs the jet radius.

5 Jet energy corrections

The finite jet size a↵ects the size of perturbative and non-perturbative energy corrections. We

quantify its impact, adapting the analysis of Reference [14] to a lepton collider environment. The

particles from e+e ! qq̄ events are clustered into two jets using several main-stream algorithms.

For jets of finite size energy may leak out of the jet, leading to a systematic correction

of the measured jet energy compared to that of the final state parton. This energy leakage

is of course expected to be most pronounced for jets with a small radius parameter and must

vanish for algorithms that cluster all particles. Part of the energy correction due to the finite

size is amenable to perturbative calculations, but a non-negligible e↵ect is also present due to

non-perturbative e↵ects (hadronization). In Reference [14] the sum of the two contributions is

estimated by comparing the initial parton to the jet of stable particles. The (non-perturbative)

part due to the hadronization process is evaluated by comparing jets reconstructed on the partons

after the parton shower (but before hadronization) to the stable-particle jets.

In Figure 5 estimates are shown for the energy corrections as a function of radius parameter

R in e+e� ! qq̄ production at
p
s = 250 GeV. As expected, the size of the corrections grows

with decreasing radius parameter. For R = 1 the perturbative correction ranges between 2 and

5%, while the non-perturbative corrections are well below 1% for (R > 0.3). The three curves

correspond to di↵erent jet reconstruction algorithms, run in exclusive mode with N =2: the

generalized kt algorithm for e+e� collisions with p=1 (black, continuous line), the longitudinally

– 8 –

We only work close to 
the default 
configuration of the 
VLC algorithm 

β≃γ≃1
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        Event generation
1) WHIZARD: event generation (samples for the DBD)
2) PYTHIA: Parton shower and hadronisation
3) FASTJET: Durham for primary jet reconstruction and Long. Inv. kt 
for γγ→hadrons removal

• Events are selected in which the top pair decays semi-leptonically
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• The signal is reconstructed by choosing the combination of b quark jet and W 
boson that minimises the following equation:

•

• Some cuts:
• Hadronic mass of the final state:
• Reconstructed W mass:
• Reconstructed top mass:
• Isolated lepton: the best candidate
• b-tag values: b-tag1 > 0.8 & b-tag2 > 0.3

• The entire selection retains:
• 51.9% for the configuration P,P’ = -1,+1 (Left-handed electrons)
• 55.0% for P,P’ = +1, -1 (Right-handed electrons)

selected. As shown in Fig. 4 the higher b-tag value is typically 0.92 while the smaller286

one is still around 0.65. Both values are clearly distinct from those obtained for jets287

from light quarks. Their b-tag value is around 0.14.288
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Figure 4: The b-tag values as a function of the polar angle of the jets. The two highest
b-tag values (black and blue dots) are associated to b quark jets. The third set of values
(red dots) is obtained for jets from light quarks.

These values are nearly independent of the polar angle of the b quark jet but drop289

towards the acceptance limits of the detector. Finally, the two remaining jets are290

associated with the decay products of the W boson. The signal is reconstructed by291

choosing that combination of b quark jet and W boson that minimises the following292

equation:293

d2 =

✓
m
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(12)

In this equation m
cand.

and E
cand.

are invariant mass and energy of the t quark candi-294

date decaying hadronically, respectively, and m
t

and E
beam

are input t mass and the295

beam energy of 250GeV. Beyond that it introduces the momentum of the b quark jet296

12

Event selection
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lepton+jets tt ILC@500GeV

• This study, based on a detailed simulation of the ILD detector concept for ILC, 
assumes a √s=500GeV and L=500fb-1 and polarised beams. 

• The vector, axial and tensorial CP conserving couplings are extracted 
separately for the Z and γ component

• A way to describe the current of ttZ0 and ttγ primary vertices:

X = Z0, γ
V = Vector coupling
A = Axial coupling /γ
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Abstract Top quark production in the process e+e− → t t̄
at a future linear electron positron collider with polarised
beams is a powerful tool to determine indirectly the scale of
new physics. The presented study, based on a detailed simu-
lation of the ILD detector concept, assumes a centre-of-mass
energy of

√
s = 500 GeV and a luminosity of L = 500 fb−1

equally shared between the incoming beam polarisations of
Pe− ,Pe+ = ±0.8,∓0.3. Events are selected in which the
top pair decays semi-leptonically and the cross sections and
the forward–backward asymmetries are determined. Based
on these results, the vector, axial vector and tensorial CP
conserving couplings are extracted separately for the pho-
ton and the Z0 component. With the expected precision, a
large number of models in which the top quark acts as a
messenger to new physics can be distinguished with many
standard deviations. This will dramatically improve expec-
tations from e.g. the LHC for electro-weak couplings of the
top quark.

1 Introduction

The main goal of current and future machines at the energy
frontier is to understand the nature of electro-weak symmetry
breaking. This symmetry breaking can be generated by the
existence of a new strong sector, inspired by QCD, that may
manifest itself at energies of around 1 TeV. In all realisations
of the new strong sector, as for example Randall–Sundrum
models [1] or compositeness models [2], the strength of the
coupling to this new sector of the Standard Model fields are

a e-mail: poeschl@lal.in2p3.fr

supposed to increase with their mass. For this and other rea-
sons, the heavy top quark or t quark with a mass of approx-
imately mt = 173 GeV [3] is expected to be a window to
any new physics at the TeV energy scale. New physics can
modify the electro-weak t t̄ X vertex described in the Stan-
dard Model by Vector and Axial vector couplings V and A
to the vector bosons X = γ , Z0. At the International Linear
Collider, ILC [4], that will collide electron and positrons at
a centre-of-mass energy of 500 GeV, t quark electro-weak
couplings can be measured at the % level.

In contrast to the situation at hadron colliders, the leading-
order pair production process e+e− → t t̄ goes directly
through the t t̄ Z0 and t t̄γ vertices. There is no concurrent
QCD production of t quark pairs, which increases greatly
the potential for a clean measurement. A parametrisation of
the t t̄ X vertex valid to all orders of perturbation theory may
be written as 1:

"t t̄ X
µ (k2, q, q̄) = ie

{
γµ(FX

1V (k
2)+ γ5FX

1A(k
2))

− σµν

2mt
(q + q̄)ν(i F X

2V (k
2)+ γ5FX

2A(k
2))

}
, (1)

with e being the electrical charge of the electron, k2 =
(q+q̄)2 being the squared four-momentum of the exchanged
boson and q and q̄ being the four-vectors of the t and
t̄ quark, respectively. Further, γµ are the Dirac matrices lead-
ing to vector currents of fermions and γ5 is the Dirac matrix
allowing to introduce an axial-vector current into the theory.
Finally, σµν = i

2 (γµγν − γνγµ) allows for describing the

1 A dependence on an additional term (q + q̄)µ · F3 can be neglected
in the limit of a vanishing electron mass [5].
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From ILC@500GeV to CLIC@380GeV

• ee→ 6 fermions samples (selecting only lepton+jets decays) from the 
Monte Carlo samples for top reconstruction studies (https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/
view/CLIC/MonteCarloSamplesForTopPhysics) 

• ILCDirac software (Marlin, FastJet, Pandora…) 

• Full simulation CLIC_ILD_CDR500 detector model 

• Jet algorithms: Longitudinally invariant kt and Valencia jet algorithm 

• Analysis chain and the code (adapted) from ILC@500GeV studies
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